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employers use education information to screen workers but that the market acquires information fairly
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I. Introduction 

 Most studies find positive effects of attending an elite tertiary institution. Graduating 

from an elite university is generally associated with higher wages, and those attending such 

universities are both more likely to graduate and to go on to post-graduate study. Yet, doubts 

persist as to whether such effects are truly causal or merely reflect our imperfect ability to 

control for differences between students who attend different universities. Most recent studies 

have relied either on extensive regression controls or on some form of matching and thus must 

assume that there is no selection on unobservables. In the literature review below, we question 

this assumption, as do many of the authors whose work we review.  

Perhaps more importantly from our perspective, virtually all of the studies simply address 

whether students benefit from attending elite institutions and not on distinguishing the 

mechanisms that generate benefits. Yet, there are multiple pathways by which students might 

gain. Elite institutions might provide higher quality instruction. In the United States, top liberal 

arts colleges might hire the best instructors and students at leading research institutions might 

benefit from being taught by top researchers in their fields. There might be important peer 

effects. Courses at elite institutions may be taught at a higher level because students at these 

institutions are more capable of handling difficult material. Students may learn directly from 

interaction with peers, both inside and outside the university. Or, these peers may help each other 

in the labor market, especially after they have established themselves, by creating effective 

networks. Finally, students near the admissions cutoff may benefit from statistical discrimination 

or the signaling value of their elite education. The market may infer that, among apparently 

similar graduates, those who attended an elite institution have better unobserved characteristics. 

 In this paper we compare students in Israel who attended one of the leading universities, 

Hebrew University (HU), with those who attended a professional undergraduate college, College 

of Management Academic Studies (COMAS). The data were collected in 1999 and 2001 and 

cover students who graduated in the late 1980s and 1990s. To understand why this comparison is 

interesting and helps address the issues discussed above, we must consider the institutional 

setting. Entry into HU is largely formulaic. Each department sets a cutoff entry requirement 
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based on the bagrut (high school exit exam) and a psychometric test similar to the SAT. All 

students above that cutoff are admitted to the program. There is a small range below the cutoff in 

which students may be admitted if space remains and a very small possibility for the head of the 

department or program to make exceptions.  

 As a result, the probability of being admitted to HU increases dramatically as the 

student’s test scores go from slightly below the cutoff to slightly above it. Moreover, most 

students who were admitted to HU chose to attend rather than to go to COMAS. HU is both 

more prestigious and less expensive since COMAS is private while HU is heavily subsidized by 

the government. During the period we study, the tuition at HU was about $2,400 compared with 

about $6,000 at COMAS. 

 COMAS offered degrees in law, economics, accounting and management, all of which 

were also offered at HU. For each of these fields, we know each student’s entry score. Therefore, 

it is possible to compare outcomes for COMAS and HU graduates while controlling for a 

polynomial in entry score. 

 If all we could learn from this study is whether HU students do better, controlling for 

initial characteristics, than do COMAS students, it would probably be of little interest outside of 

Israel. However, the comparison also allows us to cast light on the mechanisms underlying any 

“elite institution benefit” that we may find. In particular, it is unlikely that outcome differences 

reflect differences in the quality of instruction.  

COMAS was founded in 1978. Initially almost all courses were taught by university 

faculty. During the period we cover, most courses continued to be taught by such faculty, and 

most of the remainder were taught by COMAS faculty who also had lecturer appointments at a 

university.1  Because COMAS sought to establish educational parity with Israel’s leading 

universities, for a large fraction of the courses, the syllabus and exams were (and still are) 

identical at the two institutions at which the instructor teaches. In EC 101, for example, even 

                                                 
1 Initially over 75 percent of COMAS faculty in law and in economics came from Hebrew University. In 
management and accounting over 75% came from either HU or Tel Aviv University (private communication from 
the secretary to the Dean). 
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today COMAS administers a single exam to multiple sections, and that exam is coordinated by a 

professor from HU. In some areas, COMAS continues to wait until HU has announced its exam 

schedule and then schedules exams at the same time, knowing that the exams will be identical. 

This is emphasized in a recent report on the economics program at COMAS by the Committee 

for the Evaluation of Economics Study-Programs [in Israel]: 

 
… faculty members said that, while they would prefer to offer more applied courses, they 

were bound to follow the syllabi set by the research universities; to do otherwise would 

penalize their students. (Helpman et al, 2008, p. 6) 

 

 However, on the previous page, the Committee does note that “[t]he variance in levels of 

student ability was mentioned several times as a weakness, holding back to some extent 

instructors in classes and leading to compromises in the level of instruction.” To the extent that 

there is any difference in the quality of instruction, we would expect it to work in favor of 

COMAS students because classes at the College tend to be noticeably smaller than at HU. So if 

there are benefits to attending the more elite institution, they must come from one of the three 

mechanisms noted above. Moreover, completion rates at both institutions are very high, so that 

selection on this dimension is unlikely to be important. 

 None of the explanations fits the data perfectly, and they are not mutually exclusive. 

However, our results are most consistent with a model in which employers have good 

information about the quality of HU graduates and pay them according to their ability, but in 

which the market has relatively little information about COMAS graduates so that their return to 

skill increases over time. Because COMAS graduates are, on average, weaker, they earn less, on 

average, than do HU graduates. Initially high skill COMAS graduates are treated as if they were 

the average COMAS graduate, but over time the market differentiates among them so that after 

several years of experience, COMAS and HU graduates with similar entry scores have similar 

earnings. 

 Our results are therefore consistent with the view that employers use education 

information to screen workers but that the market acquires information fairly rapidly (Lange, 
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2007). The results for HU are consistent with the general finding for the United States that the 

market can infer the pre-college skills of college graduates (Arcidiacono, Bayer and Hizmo, 

2010). Since COMAS was relatively new at the time of our study, the market may have been less 

able to assess its graduates. 

 

II. Literature Review 

Because students who attend more elite institutions are probably more able than those 

who do not, all recent studies attempt to use statistical techniques to control for differences in 

student quality. Many studies rely on linear regression, although some have used matching 

techniques, and Long (2008) uses the quality of nearby colleges as an instrument. Brand and 

Halaby (2006) find little difference between the results they obtain using the regression and 

matching, but Black and Smith (2003) find smaller (and statistically insignificant effects) when 

they use matching instead of linear regression. Black and Smith (2006) find that the estimated 

benefits increase when multiple measures are used to determine quality. 

Most studies find that students benefit from attending elite universities. Most of the 

benefit is measured in terms of labor market outcomes (Loury and Garman, 1995; Brewer, Eide 

and Ehrenberg, 1999; Chevalier and Conlon, 2003; Black and Smith, 2005; Black and Smith, 

2006; Brand and Halaby, 2006; Long, 2008), but there is also an important effect on post-

graduation education (Eide, Brewer and Ehrenberg, 1998). There are, however, important 

exceptions. Perhaps best known is the paper by Dale and Krueger (2002) who find that students 

gain from attending more expensive but not more selective institutions.  

All such studies are subject to the inevitable concern that they have over- or under-

controlled for differences between the students who attend elite and other institutions. Elite 

American colleges and universities claim to be seeking students who have important 

noncognitive traits such as leadership, passion and creativity. If they are truly successful in 

identifying students with these traits, then we would not be surprised if their students had better 

labor market outcomes than students with similar test scores attending less selective universities. 
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On the other hand, Dale and Krueger compare students admitted to similar institutions but who 

made different decisions about which to attend. But those who chose the weaker institution may 

have received more merit aid there, indicating that they are, in fact, stronger students.  

Even if we accept the general finding that an elite education improves post-graduation 

outcomes, the literature provides little evidence regarding the source of the effect. Dills and 

Hernandez-Julien (2008) find that Clemson University students who transfer introductory course 

credits from higher quality institutions perform better in their intermediate classes, but the effect 

is small. 

As noted above, the benefits of an elite university education may come through peer 

effects. This literature is extensive, and we cannot do it full justice in a brief review. Most 

research on this topic focuses on school-age children (Hoxby, 2000; Hanushek, Kain and Rivkin, 

2002; Hanushek et al, 2003; Angrist and Lang, 2004; Ammermueller and Pischke, 2009; Gould, 

Lavy and Paserman, 2009), and the findings have been very mixed.2 

 The literature on peer effects in higher education is much less extensive. Arcidiacono and 

Nicholson (2005) use random variation in the quality of cohorts within medical schools and find 

evidence of at most very modest peer effects. In contrast, Sacerdote (2001) and Winston and 

Zimmerman (2003) find some evidence of effects of randomly assigned college roommates on 

each other’s academic performance. Carrell, Fullerton and West (2009) find benefits from 

random assignment to a squadron with better peers, but using an actual intervention, Carrell, 

Sacerdote and West (2010) warn that low performers may actually be disadvantaged  if they are 

assigned to a very heterogeneous group. In contrast, at the elementary school level, Imberman, 

Kugler and Sacerdote (2009), find positive albeit nonlinear effects of good peers for all children. 

None of these studies addresses differences at the level of the institution. 

 Where the individual studies may also affect wages through statistical discrimination 

(Phelps, 1972, formalized in Aigner and Cain, 1977). The evidence suggests that employers use 

                                                 
2 There is also a notable literature that uses experimental and quasi-experimental techniques to examine the effect of 
neighborhood on outcomes (Katz, Kling and Liebman, 2001; Oreopoulos, 2003; Jacob, 2004, Sanbonmatsu et al, 
2006). 
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educational attainment to screen workers (Lang, 1986; Bedard, 2001), but that the market learns 

about worker productivity over time (Farber and Gibbons, 1996; Altonji and Pierret, 2001) and 

possibly quite quickly (Lange, 2007). 

Finally, peers may be a source of information about jobs (Granovetter, 1974) or about 

workers (Montgomery, 2001).3 Holzer (1996) documents the extensive use of networks in hiring 

in low-skill labor markets. We will be examining high-skill labor markets where networks might 

be expected to play a lesser role, but it should be recalled that Granovetter’s study focused on 

professional workers in a Boston suburb. Moreover, anyone who has participated in the 

academic labor market for new PhD economists is well aware of the role of networks even in a 

setting where potential employers should be able to judge quality fairly accurately and 

information about job openings is readily available.  

 

III. Theory and Methods  

As discussed in greater detail below, we have data on the performance of Hebrew 

University and College of Management Academic Sciences graduates before, during and after 

university/college. We use these data to examine whether which institution a student attends 

affects his or her outcomes and, if so, through what channel. 

Peer effects on learning  

Although we have argued that the formal education is similar at COMAS and HU, 

informal learning may be quite different. HU students may benefit more from discussions with 

classmates, study sessions, etc. On the other hand, classes at COMAS tend to be smaller, and this 

may help its students. Also, in contrast with HU, most core courses at COMAS have two hours 

of teaching-assistant-led discussion sections in addition to the four hours of lecture that are 

standard at both institutions. If we find that students at HU outperform those at COMAS, this 

will be strong evidence of peer effects on learning. If we find the opposite, then the effect of 

                                                 
3 See Ioannides and Loury (2004) for a more extensive review. 
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peers is insufficient to outweigh the benefits of smaller class size and more teaching assistant 

time. 

 We test for effects on learning in two ways. First, we have data on GPA. We estimate the 

equation 

  GPA = a + b HU + f(entry score) + XB + e           (1) 

where HU is a dummy variable for whether the individual attended HU and f is a quartic in the 

entry score. The subscripts denoting individuals are dropped for convenience. 

 One concern about equation (1) is that, contrary to the claims of faculty at COMAS, they 

may use lower standards for COMAS than for HU students, or faculty who teach only at HU and 

not at COMAS may be tougher graders than those who also teach at COMAS. Both law and 

accounting have professional exams that we can use to test this hypothesis. For these two fields 

we can test the “grade inflation” hypothesis by asking whether COMAS students have higher 

grades than would be expected on the basis of their performance on the professional exams. 

Since these exams are graded by a common set of examiners outside of the two institutions, they 

are not subject to the grade inflation argument. 

 To test for grade inflation, we therefore estimate 

 GPA = a + b HU + c Prof. Exam Grade + d Attempts at Prof. Exam + XB + e.            (2)  

We choose this “reverse regression” approach because it provides a simple way to control 

simultaneously for the grade on the exam and the number of times the individual took the 

professional exam. In the case of accounting, it is easy to control simultaneously for both 

professional exams. 

 Equation (2) has no causal interpretation. It is merely a way to test for differences in 

grading between the two institutions. We can learn more about peer effects on learning by 

examining the direct effect of the institutions on performance on these exams. We therefore 

replace GPA as the dependent variable with  

Prof. Exam = a + b HU + f(entry score) + XB + e         (3) 
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where the left hand side is a measure of performance such as the test score or the number of 

attempts. 

 Of course, we must recognize that there may reasons other than peers for differences in 

outcomes. For example, one of the institutions may put more emphasis on preparing students for 

the professional exams. However, given the importance of these exams, we find it unlikely that 

there is a dramatic difference between the two institutions in the centrality accorded to the 

exams. To the extent that the focus of the two institutions differs, the estimates address whether 

the peer effects are sufficient to outweigh them. 

Labor Market Effects  

If there are effects on learning, we would expect the choice of institution to affect the 

earnings of graduates. However, to preview the results somewhat, our evidence suggests that 

COMAS students do as well as HU students on professional exams and have higher GPAs 

although much of the difference in GPA probably reflects differences in grading standards. 

Nevertheless, there may still be differences in earnings between HU and COMAS 

students. If the market does not have information about the productivity of individual students 

but does know from which institution they graduated, it will treat individuals as representative of 

the institution from which they are drawn (Phelps, 1972). In this case, HU graduates will earn 

more than COMAS graduates do, and in each case, weaker students will benefit from being 

pooled with stronger students while stronger students will be penalized. Note that in each case, 

all students would prefer to graduate from HU. 

However, we would expect the market to learn gradually about workers’ true 

productivities. The now standard approach (see Lang and Lehmann, 2010, for a discussion) to 

testing for such effects is to include additional information that may not be readily available to 

the market. Thus we estimate  

ln w = XB + b HU + c Entry Score + d Exp. + f HU*Exp. + g Entry Score*Exp.           (4) 

If the market does not know or does not use the entry score information, then the estimate 

of c will be zero and b will capture the difference in average productivity between the two 
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groups. After the market has had time to learn about workers’ true productivities, the effect of 

HU on earnings should be 0 while entry score should have a positive effect. 

If the effect of attending HU does not go to zero over time, then either firms are not profit 

maximizing or there must be a direct benefit of attending HU. Perhaps there is learning not 

captured by GPA or professional tests or HU students benefit from better networks. 

However, networks are often modeled as a source of information about workers. If HU 

students have better networks than COMAS students do, we would expect HU students to 

receive greater rewards initially for their own productivity while COMAS students would be 

treated more like the average of their group. This suggests a more general specification 

          ln w = XB + b1 H + b2 E + b3 S + b4 H*E+ b5 E*S + b6 H*S + b7 H*E*S + e                 (5) 

where H refers to HU graduates, E is experience, S is the entry score. This specification nests a 

large number of models. If learning is unimportant, than the coefficients on all the interaction 

terms should be zero. If learning is similarly important for HU and COMAS graduates, then the 

coefficients on the last two interactions should be zero. In the extreme case, where HU graduates 

had good networks that fully revealed their productivity and the market has no information about 

recent COMAS graduates, b3 and b6 would be zero. In practice, when we use the full sample, we 

include experience squared and experience squared interacted with being an HU graduate. 

 

IV. Data 

At the time of our study, COMAS graduated students in four major areas: accounting, 

management, economics and law. In 1999 both institutions graciously agreed to send 

questionnaires to a random sample of their graduates. We provided questionnaires in sealed 

envelopes, and administrative assistants at each institution were asked to select students at 

random based on an algorithm we provided. The sample was supposed to be limited to students 

who graduated between 1993 and 1998. We allowed replacement sampling for the modest 

number of envelopes that were returned as undeliverable. 
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Unfortunately, we learned from the administrative assistant at COMAS that a new 

secretary had misunderstood the instructions and sent some of the surveys to students who 

graduated in earlier years. Fortunately, we made this discovery sufficiently early that we were 

able to ask the HU administrative assistant to alter the sampling procedure to match that of 

COMAS. As a result, for both institutions we have a small number of respondents who graduated 

in the late 1980s and early 1990s. For reasons we do not understand but which may be related to 

the same secretarial error, COMAS graduates from 1997 are noticeably over-represented in the 

sample. With this exception, the distribution of respondents across years is similar for HU and 

COMAS. A total of 600 surveys were returned for a response rate of roughly 38 percent of those 

for whom the letter was not returned as undeliverable. 

In 2001, we sent a further 600 surveys to students who graduated between 1996 and 

1999. Of these, 220 were returned. Four report graduating in 1995 and eleven in 2000. 

Otherwise, the results are consistent with proper sampling. We do not know whether the “illegal 

responses” represent reporting error or inappropriate selection of the sample, but the distributions 

of the samples across graduation years are the same for COMAS and HU, suggesting that the 

issue is not secretarial error. Fully 97 percent of our sample reports graduating in the period 1991 

to 1999. 

 COMAS provided us with information on average scores on the bagrut and psychometric 

test by major for 1993 – 1998 which covers over 80 percent of our sample. This allows us to 

compare our sample with the student universe. Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain similar 

information from HU. In addition, we used administrative records from COMAS and HU to 

determine the average GPA and approximate number of graduates by major at each institution 

for this period. 

 Our survey asked respondents about their pre-admission records (school-leaving exams 

known as the bagrut and psychometric test scores), their performance at university (GPA), their 

performance on professional exams, if any, and their current salary. In addition, the survey 

collected basic demographic information. 
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 In order to verify whether our sample is representative, we compare (see table 1) reported 

student performance (before, during and after college or university) with the means in the 

administrative records. For accounting and management, the confidence intervals for the sample 

means include the means in the administrative records for all three measures at COMAS and the 

single measure at HU. However, at both COMAS and HU, reported grades and pre-entry scores 

for economists and lawyers are somewhat higher for the sample than recorded in administrative 

records. We do not know whether this reflects non-random response, changes in student quality 

over time or a tendency for economists and lawyers to exaggerate their performance. While 

statistically significant, none of the discrepancies is large. We take this as some evidence that we 

do not have significant sample selection bias either from nonrandom response or from the 

difficulties in the drawing of our sample. 

 Table 2 summarizes the data. The sample is roughly evenly divided among the four fields 

and between students who attended COMAS and those who attended HU. Respondents who 

attended the College report lower entry credentials (65 points on the aptitude test and .72 points 

on the end-of-school exams). They also report lower scores on the professional exams and lower 

earnings. Hebrew University graduates are noticeably more likely to gain an advanced degree 

and somewhat more likely to be in government employment although this latter difference falls 

short of significance at the .05 level. Levels of public sector non-government employment are 

similar. 

 We note that all members of our sample report a wage. Given the nature of our 

population, this is somewhat, but not very, surprising. In the 2002 Social Survey, although only 

80% of 30-34 year olds with a college/university degree report work as their main activity last 

week, 95% were in some form of paid employment.4 Given that our population attended 

relatively elite institutions and studied employment-related fields, we would expect the 

proportion engaged in some form of paid employment to be even higher. This is consistent with 

a COMAS alumni survey which found employment rates well above 90 percent (personal 

                                                 
4 Authors calculations using table generator at http://surveys.cbs.gov.il/Survey/surveyE.htm. 
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communication from the secretary to the Dean). Still, the absence of any respondents who do not 

report a wage is consistent with some positive selection into our sample 

It is worth noting that there is considerable variation across the fields in pre-university or 

pre-college performance. Law students show much higher entry scores than students in the other 

fields while economics students have the weakest entry credentials. 

 

V. Results 

Entry Score and University Attendance 

 From our discussions with relevant individuals, we understand that each year each 

department at the University and College selects target entry requirements based on the bagrut 

and psychometric exam. These requirements are, at first blush, complex combinations of results 

for the two exams.  For example, in a recent year, Hebrew University published the following 

requirements for entry into the economics program – at least 448 on the psychometric exam and 

11.00 on the bagrut or at least 502 on the psychometric exam and at least 10.50 on the bagrut or 

at least 556 on the psychometric exam and at least 10.00 on the bagrut or at least 582 on the 

psychometric exam and at least 9.75 on the bagrut, or at least 771 on the psychometric exam and 

at least 8.00 on the bagrut.  

 As published, the cutoffs seem to be discrete approximations to what are essentially 

linear formulas. In the example above, the cutoffs in the table satisfy the formula 108 * bagrut + 

psychometric > 1558.  For other years and other majors, the linear relation is not perfect, but it is 

generally very close.  For the period for which we have data, the entry requirement is always 

well approximated by the rule 100 * bagrut + psychometric is greater than some cutoff. 

Strikingly, in recent years this approximation has changed. Some fields, such as economics, use a 

tradeoff of 108 points on the psychometric exam for 1 point on the bagrut. Others, including 

management, accounting and law use a tradeoff of 46 or 47 points.  

 Our approach depends on the existence of a relatively sharp cutoff above which students 

are admitted to and attend the University and below which they attend the College. In fact, all 
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126 students with scores above 1693 attended the University. Similarly, almost all students with 

low scores attend the College. Of the 131 members of our sample with scores below 1490, only 

five attended the University. 

Of course, there is still a significant range of overlap in which students attend both 

institutions. However, some of this reflects different standards for entry into the four fields. 

Figures 1a-1d show the relation by field. Except in economics, the division between students is 

quite sharp. For the fields other than economics, the overlap between the lowest entry score for 

an HU graduate and the highest score for a COMAS graduate is less than one hundred points, 

with the exception of one HU accounting graduate who reports a very low entry score.5 Although 

we have described entry as formulaic and argued that students admitted to both institutions will 

attend HU, there is still some overlap in the test scores of entrants. This reflects a number of 

factors. First, the admissions cutoffs change over time. Second, HU departments may admit 

students up to sixty points below the cutoff. Third, COMAS provides some scholarship money in 

an attempt to attract stronger students. Fourth, some students might have failed to qualify for 

another university and attended COMAS instead.6 And, fifth, respondents may have misreported 

their scores. 

Academic Achievement 

 We begin by examining the grades of HU and COMAS graduates. The average in the 

sample ranges from 65 to 98 with a mean of 82 and a standard deviation of 5. If grading policies 

were truly consistent across institutions and there were no peer effects, we would expect average 

grades to be similar conditional on entry score and higher at HU not conditional on the entry 

score. 

 Unconditionally, grades are slightly higher at HU, by an average of 1.0 points. However, 

as shown in table 3, conditional on a quartic in entry score and other controls, they are 4.4 points 

higher at COMAS. The difference, conditional on entry score, is highest in accounting (5.3 

                                                 
5 Dropping this individual does not affect the results. 
6 COMAS is closer than HU to Tel Aviv, for example. Students who want to live in or near Tel Aviv might have 
applied to Tel Aviv University and COMAS but not to HU. 
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points) and lowest in economics (4.1 points). The results (not shown) are similar if we restrict the 

sample to the overlap range and control for entry score linearly.7  

 There are, of course, at least two interpretations of these results. First, the grade 

difference may be real in the sense that COMAS students may learn more relative to HU students 

of similar quality. Or, it may be misleading. Contrary to policy, there may be grade inflation at 

COMAS relative to HU or instruction at COMAS may focus more on test preparation. HU 

students may learn more material that is not covered on the test. Carrell and West (2008) find 

that students who take principles courses from teachers who produce high test grades on a 

common test actually receive lower scores in subsequent classes.  

 We can cast some light on this issue by looking at the relation between grades and scores 

on the professional exams in law and accounting. In table 4 we will look at the more intuitive 

direct regression of test scores on course grades. However, this regression is complicated by the 

fact that individuals may take the test more than once. In the second column of table 3, we 

therefore look at the reverse regression. For law we regress average grade on the bar exam score, 

the number of times the respondent attempted the bar exam, and the other controls except for the 

entry score. The coefficient on the university dummy is slightly negative, indicating that grades 

at COMAS are higher than would be predicted on the basis of subsequent bar exam performance, 

but statistically insignificant. For accounting we follow a similar procedure but include scores 

and number of attempts for both exams.  

However, when we restrict our estimates to the overlap sample,8 we do find significantly 

lower grades among HU students conditional on professional exam performance. Thus there is 

some evidence of grade inflation at COMAS. For this reason, in the remainder of the paper we 

do not control for grades at university/college. 

In table 4 we look directly at the relation between COMAS or HU attendance and test 

performance. In the first column, we compare test scores controlling for entry score (quartic), 

                                                 
7 Entry scores: 1600-1693 (law), 1420-1605 (economics), 1582-1665 (management), 1570-1635 (accounting); 1420-
1665 (all). 
8 The total overlap sample is 629. By field the sample sizes are: law (112), economics (130), management (76), 
accounting (58). 
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graduation year and demographic characteristics but not number of attempts. The coefficients for 

the accounting exams are small and statistically insignificant. However, for the bar exam, our 

results show that COMAS students do significantly (at the .1 level) better than their equivalent 

counterparts at HU. The coefficient is large, over a third of a standard deviation. 

Test scores may be misleading for two reasons. First, students who retake the exam in 

order to pass inflate the average grades since they report only the final (passing) grade. Second, a 

referee has suggested that grades are heavily clustered just above the passing level and so there is 

little important variation in grades to be explained. As the means and standard deviations 

reported in table 2 show, this description is somewhat exaggerated but maintains an element of 

truth, particularly for the accounting and auditing exams. Since essentially all COMAS and HU 

students eventually pass the professional exams, the number of times a student attempts the exam 

is a good proxy for performance. Therefore in the second column, we look at the number of 

times students attempted each exam. Our estimates show that HU students are ten percentage 

points more likely to retake the bar exam, consistent with our finding of poorer performance on 

this exam as measured by their score. The point estimates suggest that, in contrast, COMAS 

students are more likely to retake the accounting and auditing exams, but the estimates are too 

imprecise to permit strong conclusions. In sum, table 4 suggests that in law but not accounting, 

COMAS students outperform HU students on the professional exam. 

If we limit ourselves to the overlap sample, the results are similar except that the 

differences in law lose statistical significance and HU students become significantly less likely to 

take the financial accounting exam twice. 

 In sum, controlling for pre-entry performance, COMAS and HU students perform 

similarly at least as measured by professional tests and GPA, even allowing for some grade 

inflation. If there is a university wage premium, it cannot be ascribed to the sorts of skills 

measured directly by exams. 

 Performance might be reflected in admission to post-graduate programs. Any differences 

should be treated with caution since we cannot distinguish between graduates who attend post-
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graduate education because they have been successful and those who seek additional education 

to compensate for weaker initial performance. That said, the probability of having a second 

degree is increasing in entry score, suggesting that such degrees should be view positively. As 

noted earlier, HU graduates are more likely than COMAS graduates are to obtain a second 

degree. This difference disappears once we control for entry score (not shown). There is some 

evidence of different time trends among management and accounting graduates in the two 

institutions, but these differences are not robust. 

Earnings 

 Table 5 shows the results of regressing the individual’s current wage on a dummy for 

attending HU and additional controls. The first column shows the coefficient on the HU dummy 

when we control only for experience and the year of the survey, and when we pool the majors, 

dummies for three of the majors. Not surprisingly HU graduates earn higher wages overall and 

within each major. The differences are large and highly significant. Column (2) adds controls for 

demographics but has little effect on the results.  

 When we control for a quartic in entry score, the university premium is dramatically 

reduced overall and is eliminated in law. Although somewhat surprisingly it increases in 

accounting, the change is not statistically significant at conventional levels. Nevertheless, this 

somewhat anomalous result raises the concern that the quartic is not appropriately adjusting for 

pre-entry performance. We therefore replicated the results limiting the sample to those in the 

overlap range and controlling for entry score only linearly. The results are similar to those shown 

in column (3) of table 5. 

 Column (4) adds the professional tests to the specification in column (3). The differential 

in law is now positive but modest and statistically insignificant at conventional levels. The 

differential in accounting remains large. 

 To examine the robustness of these results, we consider a number of alternative 

specifications (not shown). When we restrict our sample to those in the overlap range and 

therefore control for entry score only linearly, the coefficients are similar but much less precise. 
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Only the wage gap combining all fields reaches statistical significance at the .05 level. Dropping 

the potentially endogenous covariates, public employment, government employment and second 

degree has no effect except that the estimated gap in economics in the specification column (3) 

becomes slightly smaller and statistically insignificant. Finally, we restrict the sample to men in 

private sector employment. In this case, the coefficient on university in the specification used in 

column (3) falls to .07 and loses significance when all majors are grouped together.9 The gap in 

economics also declines slightly and loses statistical significance. The point estimate for law 

graduates in both columns (3) and (4) turns noticeably negative but never achieves statistical 

significance while the university premium for accounting becomes noticeably larger in these 

specifications. 

 To explore the HU/COMAS wage differential in greater detail, we turn to estimation of 

equation (5) above. This specification allows the differential to vary over time and to depend on 

the entry score of the graduate. Although we have heretofore specified the dummy variable as 

“university,” for reasons that will become apparent, in one of the interactions, it is easier to 

specify it as “college.” It should be recalled that when the equation is unrestricted, this is just a 

linear transformation. 

 The results of estimation of equation (5) are presented in the first column of table 6. This 

specification constrains the bagrut and psychometric scores to predict wages in relation to their 

importance in the entry score. Thus wherever the bagrut/psychometric score enters the equation, 

it is replaced by the entry score or psychometric score + 100*bagrut. 

The point estimate suggests that HU graduates with no experience and a zero entry score 

earn substantially less than COMAS graduates do. However, the slope of HU earnings with 

respect to the entry score is significantly higher for HU students. Each point on the entry score is 

worth .0024 log points more in current earnings for HU graduates than for COMAS graduates. 

Together the estimates imply that initially COMAS graduates earn less than HU if their entry 

score was at least 1388, which is the case for all HU graduates. 

                                                 
9 Due to sample size, we have too much collinearity to estimate all the coefficients when we attempt to control for a 
quartic in entry score. We therefore control only for a cubic. 
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 In contrast, the coefficient on the entry tests is negative, tiny and statistically insignificant 

for COMAS graduates. Thus, when dealing with COMAS graduates with no experience, the 

market seems not to have (or use) information about graduates’ skill as measured by their entry 

score. As in Phelps’s model of statistical discrimination, COMAS graduates are treated as 

indistinguishable from each other and are paid less because on average they are less productive.  

The greater understanding of differences among HU students than among COMAS students 

results in lower starting wages for COMAS graduates regardless of ability. 

 However, over time, the market learns to distinguish among COMAS graduates. The 

three-way interaction of the entry score information, experience and the college dummy is 

positive and statistically significant. In contrast, the interaction between the entry score 

information and experience is negative and statistically insignificant. In other words, we cannot 

reject the hypothesis that the market has full knowledge of the information contained in the entry 

score for HU graduates entering the market. However, the market takes more time to learn this 

information for COMAS graduates. Note that as it does, the market wage for lower ability 

COMAS graduates will tend to fall, which explains the otherwise somewhat surprising negative 

coefficients on experience and its square. 

 Because of the many interaction terms in column (1), it is somewhat difficult to 

understand how the HU/COMAS differential evolves over time. Figures 2a and 2b present this 

information visually.  After four years of experience, the entry score has a positive effect on 

earnings for COMAS graduates although the slope remains lower than for HU graduates. At low 

entry scores, earnings are actually higher for COMAS graduates although this difference is only 

statistically significant for those with entry scores below about 1565, which includes the majority 

of COMAS graduates but only about six percent of HU graduates. At scores above about 1765 

(earned by about one-ninth HU graduates but no COMAS graduates), the earnings gap is 

statistically significant in favor of the HU graduates. After seven years, the slopes of the two 

lines are similar. The point estimates suggest that, after seven years, the earnings of COMAS 
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graduates are nontrivially higher but the difference is not statistically significant at any entry 

score. 

 The second column restricts the model so that all information contained in the entry score 

of HU graduates is immediately available to the market and none of this information is 

immediately available for COMAS graduates. This restriction is not rejected by the data. Not 

surprisingly, the results are similar to those obtained in the first column. We again find that all 

predicted wages are initially higher for HU than for COMAS graduates, regardless of entry 

score. Over time the market gains information about the COMAS graduates so that after about 

ten years, the coefficients on entry score are similar for the two groups. 

 It is not obvious that the market and educational institutions should put the same relative 

weight on pre-entry tests. The third and fourth columns of table 6 relax this assumption. In 

equation (5) we replace entry score with psychometric test + γ*bagrut and estimate γ along with 

other parameters by nonlinear least squares. The estimating equation in column (3) is otherwise 

identical to that in column (1).  Our estimate of γ is 69 and is statistically insignificantly different 

from 100. Not surprisingly the results are similar to those in the first column. The point estimates 

continue to suggest that the market has good information about HU graduates but little or no 

information about recent COMAS graduates but acquires information comparable to its initial 

information about HU graduates within seven years. Again we cannot reject the hypothesis that 

the market has no knowledge of the information contained in the COMAS graduates’ entry 

scores but has complete knowledge about this information for HU graduates. 

 The restricted model (column (4)) gives similar results. However, the estimate of γ is 

lower (60) and falls just short of being significantly different from 100 at the .05 level. Although 

this does not change the interpretation of the results, it is striking that the educational institutions 

have been putting less weight on the bagrut in recent years. 

Robustness Checks 

 Table 7 reports the results of a number of robustness checks. The first row simply repeats 

the relevant parameters from column (1) of table 6. The second row addresses the concern that 
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we may be confounding experience with cohort effects. It is possible that earlier cohorts at 

COMAS were rewarded for their entry scores while more recent ones were not. If anything, the 

opposite seems to us to be more likely. Nevertheless, because we collected data in both 1999 and 

2001, cohort and experience are not perfectly collinear in our data, and we can cast some light on 

this hypothesis. We allow both the dummy for the later sample and an interaction between the 

later sample and HU attendance to multiply the entry score (essentially adding a b8 and b9 to 

equation (5)). These coefficients are individually and jointly insignificant, and their inclusion 

does not noticeably change the other coefficients of interest. 

 A second concern is that HU graduates may be less likely to work in the private sector 

and that this sector may have a lower initial return to ability but that the return may grow with 

experience. There may also be important differences between men and women in the return to 

ability and its pattern over the life-cycle. Therefore, in the third row, we limit the sample to male 

private sector workers. We have only 520 observations for this specification. Therefore it is not 

altogether surprising that the college/experience/entry-score interaction loses statistical 

significance. Nevertheless, the coefficients change little, and the principal message, that among 

COMAS graduates there is no effect of entry score on initial wages but that this effect is roughly 

equal to its value for HU graduates after about seven years of experience, is unchanged. 

 Although the coefficients on experience squared and its interaction with university 

attendance are highly significant, we have relatively few years of data, and the results may be 

dependent on a small number of observations who graduated towards the beginning of our 

sample. Only about four percent of our sample has more than seven years of experience. We 

therefore restrict the effect of experience to be linear. The results, shown in the fourth row, are 

similar to those for the base specification. 

 In the fifth row, we address the possibility that controlling for the potentially endogenous 

variables second degree and public and government employment could bias the results. The 

results again are basically indistinguishable from the baseline results. 
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 Finally, we estimated the model separately for each major separately. We were able to 

reject the hypothesis that the coefficients were identical (except for the constant term) for the 

four majors. We were, however, unable to reject the hypotheses that the coefficients were 

identical for the two majors with professional exams, law and accounting, and for the two majors 

without professional exams, economics and management. In the sixth row, we see that there is no 

evidence that COMAS students in law and accounting benefit less from their entry score. The 

difference is small and statistically insignificant, as is the “catch-up” coefficient. In contrast, the 

initial return to entry score is much higher for HU than for COMAS graduates in economics and 

management, but this difference is eliminated after about five years. 

 

VI. Conclusions 

There seems to be little difference in educational outcomes between students who 

graduate from HU and those who graduate from COMAS. Performance on professional exams is 

comparable. While students at COMAS have higher grades than would be expected on the basis 

of their pre-entry performance, much, and perhaps all, of this difference is attributable to 

differences in grading standards. Thus our findings are consistent with Helpman et al (2008) who 

find that the strengths and weaknesses of the education provided by COMAS are in many 

respects similar to those found at the research universities. 

Except for those with a strong interest in higher education in Israel, by itself, this finding 

would not be of great interest. However, coupled with our results regarding wages, it suggests a 

great deal about the role of higher education in the labor market. We find that the market knows 

a great deal about HU graduates entering the market at least in the sense that pre-entry 

information is captured in their wages. This is consistent with the Arcidiacono, Bayer and Hizmo 

(2010) finding that the U.S. labor market “knows” the AFQT (Armed Forces Qualifying Test) of 

college graduates. However, it takes the market about seven years to fully acquire this 

information about COMAS graduates. Moreover, the market seems to have good information 

about both COMAS and HU graduates in fields where there is a professional exam but does not 
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have good information about COMAS graduates when there is no such exam. We do not wish to 

push this finding too hard. Insignificant results are easier to find when looking at subsamples, but 

it is consistent with a model of learning in the labor market. 

There are at least two explanations for the U.S. result. The first is that college admissions 

reflect much of the information captured by AFQT. The market can therefore infer much of this 

information from where an individual attended college. The second is that there are strong 

networks between colleges/universities and the market that allowed such information to be 

conveyed. In all probability both mechanisms are at work. The Israel experience suggests that it 

takes time for the market to learn how to judge graduates from a relatively new institution. Either 

the market had insufficient information to judge COMAS transcripts or it lacked networks to 

capture information about COMAS graduates.  

 Studies of learning in the labor market in the U.S. rely on the assumption that, even 

though it predicts productivity, the market does not have access to information about AFQT. Our 

finding that the bagrut and psychometric scores of graduates predict the performance of COMAS 

graduates raises the question, also asked about AFQT, as to why employers did not seek this 

information. There is ample evidence that using AFQT has a “business justification,” the current 

requirement in the United States for practices with disparate impact. We have provided evidence 

of a similar justification in Israel. We note, however, that the market seems to have been able to 

gather such information for HU graduates, and therefore possibly for other university graduates, 

through other mechanisms. It is plausible that employers did not recognize the value of the 

information for graduates of a relative new college. And, privacy laws prevented COMAS from 

making such information available directly. 

In the end, however, we also note that the market acquired the information fairly quickly, 

within five to eight years depending on the estimate, a rate consistent with Lange (2007) for the 

U.S. Hence it is also possible that the benefit from investing in acquiring the information was not 

large.  
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Thus we conclude that our results reinforce the growing consensus in the literature on 

learning in the labor market that labor market and able to gather much of the information that 

institutions of higher education have on pre-entry performance and that it is able to glean 

additional information over a relatively modest period.
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TABLE 1 
Comparison of Survey and Administrative Data 

 Undergrad GPA Bagrut Psychometric Bar Exam 

College of Management 

Law  *  *  *   

Survey 82.4 9.80 630 77.0 

Administrative 81.0 9.65 623 78.0 

Economics  *  *  *  

Survey 82.0 8.96 582  

Administrative 81.0 8.60 570  

Accounting     

Survey 81.0 8.94 620  

Administrative 81.2 8.88 615  

Management     

Survey 82.3 8.97 610  

Administrative 83.0 8.95 610  

Hebrew University 

Law  *    

Survey 83.3   80.7 

Administrative 82.0   80.6 

Economics  *    

Survey 83.0    

Administrative 81.0    

Accounting     

Survey 82.1    

Administrative 82.0    

Management     

Survey 83.3    

Administrative 82.5    

         * Indicates survey and administrative results are statistically significantly different at the .05 level. 
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TABLE 2 
Sample Characteristics

 Law Economics Management Accounting University College 

University** 0.48 
(0.50) 

0.55 
(0.50) 

0.49 
(0.50) 

0.55 
(0.50) 

1.00 0.00 

Psychometric 
Test** 

662 
(48) 

617 
(59) 

645 
(54) 

659 
(51) 

676 
(47) 

611 
(44) 

Bagrut** 9.97 
(0.41) 

9.37 
(0.63) 

9.43 
(0.72) 

9.47 
(0.80) 

9.89 
(0.46) 

9.18 
(0.73) 

College/Univ. 
GPA** 

82.9 
(4.5) 

82.6 
(5.0) 

82.8 
(5.0) 

81.6 
(5.3) 

82.9 
(4.9) 

82.0 
(5.0) 

CPA/Bar Exam 
Score** 

78.8 
(8.4) 

-         69.1 
(6.8)        

75.0 
(9.2) 

72.5 
(8.7) 

Auditing Exam 
Score** 

- -         67.1 
(7.2) 

68.5 
(8.0) 

65.4 
(5.7) 

ln Current 
Wage** 

9.30 
(0.47) 

9.16 
(0.39) 

9.39 
(0.35) 

9.52 
(0.44) 

9.47 
(0.42) 

9.20 
(0.41) 

Age 30.7 
(3.0) 

29.3 
(3.2) 

31.0 
(3.4) 

32.0 
(3.2) 

30.9 
(3.1) 

30.6 
(3.6) 

Male 0.57 
(0.50) 

0.63 
(0.48) 

0.65 
(0.48) 

0.69 
(0.46) 

0.65 
(0.48) 

0.62 
(0.48) 

Native 0.89 
(0.32) 

0.85 
(0.35) 

0.88 
(0.32) 

0.88 
(0.33) 

0.86 
(0.35) 

0.89 
(0.31) 

Russian Father 0.06 
(0.24) 

0.05 
(0.22) 

0.03 
(0.16) 

0.05 
(0.22) 

0.04 
(0.20) 

0.06 
(0.24) 

Sephardic 
Father** 

0.21 
(0.41) 

0.30 
(0.46) 

0.23 
(0.42) 

0.30 
(0.46) 

0.22 
(0.42) 

0.30 
(0.46) 

Father Other  0.26 
(0.44) 

0.18 
(0.38) 

0.16 
(0.37) 

0.21 
(0.41) 

0.22 
(0.41) 

0.18 
(0.38) 

Government 
Employee* 

0.17 
(0.38) 

0.16 
(0.37) 

0.12 
(0.32) 

0.13 
(0.34) 

0.17 
(0.37) 

0.12 
(0.33) 

Public Sector 
Employee 

0.15 
(0.36) 

0.31 
(0.46) 

0.34 
(0.48) 

0.20 
(0.40) 

0.25 
(0.43) 

0.25 
(0.44) 

Second 
Degree** 

0.28 
(0.45) 

0.38 
(0.49) 

0.37 
(0.48) 

0.26 
(0.44) 

0.40 
(0.49) 

0.23 
(0.42) 

N 195 226 190 208 428 391 

**College and university difference significant at .05 level.  
*College and university difference significant at .1 level. 
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TABLE 3 
Average Grade: University Relative to College 

 Controlling for Quartic in  
Entry Score

Controlling for Performance on 
Professional Exams 

All -4.36 
(0.45) 

 

Law -4.66 
(0.80) 

-0.93 
(0.62) 

Economics -4.14 
(0.99) 

 

Accounting -5.30 
(1.07) 

-0.97 
(0.73) 

Management -4.93 
(1.14) 

 

All regressions control for year of graduation (dummies), born in Israel, Sephardic, father born in 
Russia, father Ashkenazi, age, a dummy for the 2001 sample, and sex. “All” also controls for 
field of graduation. 
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TABLE 4 

Performance on Professional Exams: University Relative to College 

 Test Score Number of Attempts

Bar Exam -2.88 
(1.60) 

0.10 
(0.05) 

Financial Accounting 0.06 
(1.38) 

-0.23 
(0.16) 

Auditing -0.65 
(1.22) 

-0.15 
(0.19) 

Controls: see table 3. 
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TABLE 5 
Relation between University Attendance and Earnings 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

All 0.223 
(0.026) 

0.215 
(0.025) 

0.097 
(0.037) 

 

Law 0.284 
(0.060) 

0.244 
(0.060) 

-0.002 
(0.083) 

0.076 
(0.077) 

Economics 0.274 
(0.048) 

0.288 
(0.046) 

0.127 
(0.063) 

 

Management 0.150 
(0.048) 

0.150 
(0.049) 

0.114 
(0.082) 

 

Accounting 0.167 
(0.061) 

0.163 
(0.059) 

0.201 
(0.085) 

0.207 
(0.078) 

Experience controls yes yes yes yes 

Demographic controls  yes yes yes 

Quartic in Entry Score   yes yes 

Test score controls    yes  

 
Estimates for “all” also control for field of graduation. Experience controls are years since 
graduation and its square. Demographic controls are born in Israel, Sephardic, father born in 
Russia, father other, age, sex, married, married interacted with sex, public employment, 
government employment and whether the individual has a second degree. 
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TABLE 6 

Log Wages, Experience and Test Scores 
 

Entry Score 
Bagrut & Psychometric Test 

Separately 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

University 
-3.333 
(0.108) 

-1.981 
(0.420) 

-3.037 
(1.07) 

-1.790 
(0.417) 

Experience 
-0.092 
(0.149) 

-0.067 
(0.086) 

-0.163 
(0.158) 

-0.131 
(0.003) 

Experience Squared 
-0.013 
(0.003) 

-0.013 
(0.003) 

-0.012 
(0.003) 

-0.012 
(0.003) 

University * Experience 
0.342 

(0.246) 
0.033 

(0.091) 
0.357 

(0.245) 
0.098 

(0.097) 
University * Experience 
Squared 

0.017 
(0.004) 

0.018 
(0.004) 

0.017 
(0.004) 

0.018 
(0.004) 

Bagrut/Psychometric Test 
/100 

-0.009 
(0.038) 

* 
-0.018 
(0.047) 

* 

Bagrut/Psychometric Test 
* Experience/100 

-0.017 
(0.012) 

* 
-0.016 
(0.013) 

* 

Bagrut/Psychometric * 
University/100 

0.240 
(0.066) 

0.159 
(0.025) 

0.270 
(0.083) 

0.189 
(0.036) 

Bagrut/Psychometric * 
College * Experience/100 

0.034 
(0.015) 

0.016 
(0.005) 

0.043 
(0.019) 

0.026 
(0.009) 

Coefficient on bagrut in 
entry score 

100 100 
71.12 

(23.10) 
63.07 

(20.83) 
 
Also controls for field of graduation, born in Israel, Sephardic, father born in Russia, father 
other, age, sex, married and married interacted with sex, government employee, public sector 
employee, second degree and 2001 sample.. 
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TABLE 7 

Effect of Entry Score on log Wage: College v University by Experience 
 Entry Score * University Entry Score*College*Experience 

Base Model 0.240 
(0.066) 

0.034 
(0.015) 

With Cohort Effects 0.271 
(0.071) 

0.035 
(0.015) 

Private Sector Male Workers 
Only 

0.206 
(0.085) 

0.026 
(0.018) 

Experience Effect Linear 0.281 
(0.066) 

0.049 
(0.015) 

Without Potentially 
Endogenous Covariates 

0.241 
(0.066) 

0.033 
(0.015) 

Law & Accounting 0.058 
(0.149) 

-0.001 
(0.028) 

Economics and Management 0.331 
(0.086) 

0.068 
(0.022) 

Coefficients multiplied by 100. For full specification see equation (5) and footnote to table 6.
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Figure 1a 
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Figure 1b 
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Figure 1c 
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Figure 1d 
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Figure 2a 
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Figure 2b 
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